
It is unusual enough that she didn’t follow the gen-
eralist MR track that typifies the personal path of
client research leaders. She has the longest title of
anyone ever profiled in RDR, but for good reason.
General Motors’ Director of Product Research,
Consumer Insights, Competitor Intelligence and
Long-Term Forecasting, Sharon Sheremet, is actually
an MR specialist whose areas of expertise, one-by-
one, became her corporate responsibilities between
1993 and 2010. Being in the right place and time,
with the right experiences, helped put things in place. 
Sheremet has an electrical engineering background

(also unusual for MR). “I’m a recovering engineer,”
she laughs. “And I largely support GM’s global product
development, which is 90% engineers and works on a
four-year development cycle.” 
How else is she different? Working across “a broad

cross-section of the auto industry, from the plant and
shop floor to GM cor-
porate offices,” sets her
apart from researchers.
“Working with guys on
the line, all the way up to
the CEO, gave me
unique experiences.” 
It’s hard to imagine a

research employee any-
where who has been
subjected to more highs and lows than Sheremet in
her 28 years with GM, 25 in research. In the late
1990s and early 2000s, GM registered gains in market
share. In the decade that followed, the auto maker
was nearly shuttered.
And yet, as horrific as 2008 to 2009 was for all GM

workers, Sheremet found solace in those darkest days.
“That was pretty much two years of 15-hour days and
seven-day work weeks,” she remembers. “It taught me
a lot about myself; about the importance of perspec-
tive, focus, leadership and communicating to a team
its value to the business. It was the hardest job I’ve

ever had, but still the
one where I probably
added the most value
to the company,
doing NA forecasting
and market analysis
during the ‘Great
Recession’ and GM
bankruptcy.”
Because Sheremet

was born into a family
of engineers – three
older brothers – it
seemed natural to
enter the field herself.
“When I was growing up, a
girl who liked math and science was steered into
engineering,” she said. She earned a University of
Dayton cum laude electrical engineering degree,

then took a GM engi-
neering job at Pontiac
in 1984. 
Sheremet took MBA

courses at night during
her first five years at
GM; on the job during
the day, she was struck
by people’s passion for
their cars, and she was

being exposed to short-term sales and marketing
analyses of the car business. That swayed her to stay
at GM rather than redirecting herself to a high-tech
business. Though only halfway through the MBA at
the time, it helped her land a GM market analyst job.
Sheremet was stoked about how her new role in

the Business Decision Support Center afforded her
the chance to help GM bridge gaps in language,
thought processes and problem-solving techniques
between GM engineers and research. She also saw
the opportunity to bring General Motors engineers
together with consumers. “Trust me, they speak a
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thus, better able to service our key clients.”
The 50-odd people currently in her department have

a more visible, vocal role in GM. Instead of “four peo-
ple doing jobs independently, we’ve all been brought
together in an integrated mini-unit,” she explained.
“I’m looking for a catchy name for the future product
program research team that incorporates a primary
researcher, forecaster, competitive analyst and insights
generator to support the engineers, designers, plan-
ners and executives on the product team. We divide,
conquer and support each other in support of internal
clients,” accounting for the voice of the customer, the
market and what’s going on with the competition.

General Motors’ Product MR function is housed
under EVP-Global MR Andy Norton. Aside from
Sheremet’s group, a U.S. Brand Research group, one
for Marketing Effectiveness and a fourth handling
Global Brand Research report to Norton. Research
leads, all reporting to Norton, are also located in each of
GM’s other global regions.
Describing how her group operates, Sheremet said,

“Think of a future product program for the next gen-
eration Corvette that starts out with an engineer,
designer and planner,” she said. “I support them with
product information based on research and insights.”
Everyday aspects of the customer experience are

now at the center of Sheremet’s research for the
Global Product Development organization. “With all
the MR functions organized under Andy, and with
my focus on GM products, whether it’s brand adver-
tising, message communications development, sales
event and promotion effectiveness, whatever, there’s
an MR component before going in and after going
out,” Sheremet said. MR even joins engineering, sales
and marketing in seemingly inconsequential deci-
sions like styling cup holders. “We consider what the
Cadillac owner wants their cup holder to look like,
versus the Chevy owner,” she remarked.
Product research “is more heavily quantitative,”

Sheremet said. “But we also have immersive
research into target consumers for the benefit of
product engineering and design that is probably
90/10 the other way. Our brand research tends to be
more qualitative.”
GM’s MR tools have changed. Smartphone

research has advanced out of an MIT lab and into
real-world settings. “Pilot programs got new product
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feedback using a smartphone application and user-
generated video,” Sheremet said. “That’s been pretty
powerful for the launch teams.” Online research has
grown radically on a global basis in the past year.
On-site central location research and focus groups

are still in favor, depending on the question at hand.
However, intensified product security has led
Sheremet to be vigilant for potential breaches from
“new gizmos, mini-cameras and Google glasses.”
Neuroscience is in a trial stage, while online focus
haven’t quite proven themselves. Outside her group,
special attention is riveted on developing tools for
efficient, very rapid research into advertising and

messaging creation on a global scale.
“In forwarding our marketplace insights to our

internal clients, we’re trying to rely more and more
on video in communications,” Sheremet said. She
has bolstered training, requiring a set number of
training hours each year. “MR 101” mini-courses
help new analysts build their MR foundation. In a
return to GM’s MR standard under Vince Barabba
in the 1990s, the MR group is developing a rotation
plan for new analysts to expose them to the many
different aspects of MR. “[We need to] focus on
competencies, training opportunities and an effec-
tive rotation with our staff and future staff,” she said.
Delivery of more MR services for less money has

contributed to profit targets, adding to MR’s value-
add recognition. “Andy Norton’s mantra is, ‘Say yes to
our internal clients and we’ll figure out how to get the
request done. If we absolutely can’t do it, we’ll say
why.’ It’s nice to hear ‘thank you’ in forums and to see
our research rolled into decisions,” Sheremet com-
mented.
As GM has turned the corner and reclaimed its status

as the world’s biggest car manufacturer, Sheremet
noted research has become a lot more fun. Three
years from now, she foresees a “younger staff, new
recruits who will help build the next generation
foundation,” she projected. “What worries me is
how to get that artificial intelligence that captures
the knowledge of my people who may retire so we
don’t lose a step. But I also expect our mini-teams
will be much more effective and deliver an even
higher level of client service.”

very different language, she told RDR. “It seemed a
good fit for me, thinking about the market and mar-
ket dynamics, and the customers buying our cars –
and synthesizing the information.”
Between 1993 and 1999, she cut her teeth on and

became adept in consumer research, product research
and long-term forecasting while employed by GM at
varying times for the U.S., North America or global.
Beginning in the late 1990s, GM began thinking

more strategically and paying specific attention to its
sub-markets. “We studied our incentives – spending,
how we were spending, types of incentives, what
competition doing,” Sheremet detailed. “We got a
handle on those, the metrics that pull ahead and pay
back, what was truly incremental, and the marketing
ROI. We did the same with our retail advertising and
developed ways and tools regarding ad effectiveness;
we looked at if we reaching new markets and helping
to bring in incremental business.”
Through rela-

tionships on its
board of directors,
GM benchmarked
these new compe-
tencies against
Procter & Gamble.
“Actually, P&G
came to us about
what we had done.
They sort of gave
us a little gold star
for what we were
doing,” she said.
Beginning in

2009, GM consoli-
dated its eight sep-
arate and geo-
graphically dislo-
cated marketing
and MR divisions
into one, based in
the Detroit Renaissance Center. Changing the mind-
set of these talented individuals who had been
focused on a single GM brand to work together as a
team on all of GM’s properties was a challenge. So,
too, was developing organizing principles for the
new group’s everyday forecasting, strategic market
analysis, diversity marketing analysis, etc. tasks. 
Sheremet told RDR she had expended so much

time and effort in the 2000s, “creating competencies
and bringing structure and organization to her
group, as well as building capabilities,” that she felt
she had “been out of research, not doing primary
research at the time GM and the economy collapsed.”

After the Great Recession hit, Sheremet said for two
years her situation felt like “a rollercoaster ride.” With
a talented, dedicated team, she handled short-term
sales analysis and a long-term outlook for GM and
the U.S. auto industry, while helping the U.S.
Treasury better understand how the industry works.
Many employees’, suppliers’ and local business own-
ers’ livelihoods depended on GM’s revival; Sheremet
stepped up to meet new challenges.
One-by-one, as GM sought out specific research

skills to meet crucial needs, Sheremet’s background
and command of those areas fell into place. “After the
forecasting post, I had returned to primary research,”
she said. Soon, other functions got added on – sort of
like Velcro – first, consumer insights, then competi-
tive intelligence. Coming full circle, when my boss,
Andy Norton, got responsibility for forecasting he
asked me to take it. It let me better support design
and engineering, with a full-service shop explaining

the market,
competitors and
customers.”
Building rap-

port in her new
group would
take time, but
the more imme-
diate task was
directing their
attention on the
present and fu-
ture. The num-
ber of people in
research had
been cut signifi-
cantly and
resources had
been slashed.
Individuals who

remained “were
very experienced

and really good, highly-skilled folks,” Sheremet said.
The shock of so many former colleagues was met by
her confidence building about GM’s potential. 
The group pulled together, and worked hard and

effectively. She attempted to keep morale up by try-
ing to make sure every team member laughed at least
once a day. Multiple workshops were put in place to
get people from all sorts of different backgrounds -
“Ph.D.s in psychology, engineers, statisticians, econo-
mists, those with a Spanish degree, etc. – to talk and
share across the team, even discussing how we could
become a world-class MR organization,” she said.
“Overall, we became organized, more effective and, For more information, contact: paula.e.tusset@gm.com

Sharon Sheremet’s Particulars
• GM Global Market Research Group: Director, Product Research, 

Consumer Insights, Competitor Intelligence and Long-Term 
Forecasting (2010-Present)

• GM U.S. Vehicle Sales, Service, Marketing - Global Market & 

Industry Analysis: Director, N.A. Forecasting & Market Analysis 
(2008-2009); Director, Global Market Analysis (2007); Director, 
Marketing Effectiveness (2004-2006); Director, Strategic & Diversity 
Market Analysis (2002-2003); Director, Short-Term Forecasting 
(1999-2001)

• GM Business Decision Support Center: Director, Long-Term Forecasting
(1997-1999); Manager, Product Research (1995-1996); Manager, 
Consumer Research (1993-1995); Analyst Positions (1989-1993)

• Pontiac Engineer Plant: Manufacturing Systems Engineer (1984-1989)
• University of Michigan: MBA - with distinction, Beta Gamma Sigma
• University of Dayton: Bachelor of Science -Electrical Engineering - 

cum laude, Tau Beta Pi

After short-term analysis, other functions were added (to Sheremet’s responsibilities)

- sort of like Velcro - first consumer insights, then competitive intelligence.
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Dunkin’ runs on research

Nowadays, every research company, vendor or
client is on the mobile research bandwagon. For a busi-
ness with retail locations (where each individual con-
sumer carries weight), there are more and more valid
reasons to be a mobile MR advocate. For small retail
locations, every opinion you collect has that much more
relevance, and brisk traffic enhances mobile’s value. 
Which is but one reason why Rebecca Zogbi, Dunkin’

Brands’ (Canton, MA) recently promoted VP of Global
Consumer and Business Insights (GCBI), believes that
among the numerous new research tools of the past
decade, mobile is a particularly good fit for her depart-
ment. With 10,600-plus Dunkin’ Donuts restaurants and
over 7,000 Baskin-Robbins locations in nearly 60 coun-
tries worldwide, “the heart of our business is all about the
guest and the guest experience,” Zogbi said.
“Traditional MR methods have stood the test of time

and still make up the foundation of the work that we do,”
Zogbi told RDR. Yet, Regina Lewis, one of her former
Dunkin Brands bosses, remembers Zogbi having a keen
awareness for new MR tools. “Rebecca always brought
the best new methodologies to the table,” she stated.
“We have found that mobile is a better way to reach

some of our guests and is also particularly effective with
certain demographics,” Zogbi said. ”There are also situa-
tions where it is helpful to overlay passive information,
such as eye-tracking or biometric measurements with
quantitative data, in order to get a more holistic picture
of what is really going
on with the consumer.”
Zogbi, whose tenure

at Dunkin’ Brands
stretches back to 1999,
is an assertive, creative,
accomplished resear-
cher. She began her
MR career at IRI, then
in 1995 MEMRB
International gave her
the opportunity to follow a childhood dream. She packed
and left for Cyprus, and one year later was hired by
Nielsen, which moved her to Greece.
“When I was small, I wanted to see the world, under-

stand different cultures and learn about what makes one
place different from another,” she explained. “What
things unite us? Going to Europe let me transition to

primary MR. That helped
me broaden my career.” 
Zogbi learned to fluently

speak and write Greek, but
she didn’t just relish the
overseas experience, she
flourished in it. Zogbi
received the Nielsen Star
Award several times, once
for her “work on a multi-
client study that brought the
collaborators together on a
large, ongoing project,” she
shared. After five years of
scratching her itch to experience
foreign locales, Zogbi chose to
return to the States with a client company.
In 1999, Dunkin’ Brands threw Zogbi, their new

Insights Manager, into the deep water in her first assign-
ment. The research function was moving away from
marketing-centricity and a tactics orientation to a more
expanded, strategic role. Dunkin’ Brands was becoming
more beverage-focused and Zogbi couldn’t have received
a more consequential project: standardizing Dunkin’s
beverage category sensory process.
Zogbi excelled from the start. Regina Lewis said she

quickly earned a reputation for “always involving herself
in new MR approaches” as well as brandishing leader-

ship. One remarkable beverage
example was her work in sup-
port of Dunkin’s 2007 beverage
debut in the latte category.
Recalling some Zogbi high-

lights she was witness to, Lewis
told RDR, “When she oversaw a
beverage segmentation study
that examined wants and needs
in terms of both consumer psy-
chographics and beverage occa-

sions, she followed up that work by serving as ‘evange-
list’ for a product development map that all departments
of the organization could support.
“Rebecca always knew when to champion the right

types of insights projects," Lewis continued. “After she
became Senior Manager in 2005, she drove our success
by leading product concept screening and product posi-

tioning MR. Her inno-
vative and precise
techniques ensured
that Dunkin’ launched
consumer-sensible,
profitable products.
Frankly, many compa-
nies still fail to main-
tain that rigor in their
insights.”
Lewis credited Zogbi

for MR’s role in
Dunkin’s U.S. expan-
sion. “She evaluated
alternative locations and worked across our varied dis-
tribution channels to understand Dunkin’s fit in various
venues, including supermarkets,” Lewis revealed. “In
that work, Rebecca took on challenges that were atypical
and non-traditional for insights.”
Shortly after Lewis departed, Zogbi was promoted to

Director, adding Dunkin’ operations and franchises to
her portfolio. Lewis heard the news and applauded
Dunkin’s decision. “She had ‘served’ in a Director capacity,
teaching, coaching and mentoring junior researchers
across Dunkin, for a long time,” Lewis complimented.
Today, Zogbi sits on several franchise leadership advisory
committees and partners with teams across Dunkin’
(e.g., strategy, development groups, HR and training).
Elevated again, to Senior Director, in 2011, Zogbi took

on global responsibility for Dunkin’ and Baskin-
Robbins. Although integrally involved with much
department activity inside Dunkin’ Brands, Zogbi didn’t
just claim a larger chair. She had to continue aligning
MR with an organizational shift to an operations-
focused, more data-driven business model. 
“We had to implement a lot of new systems to address

Dunkin’ Brands’ changing needs,” Zogbi said. “So, in con-
cert with operations and franchisees, we launched our
guest satisfaction program. Today, it gets us millions of
completed surveys each year. We garner a tremendous
amount of learning and creatively analyze the data in
various ways to impact multiple areas of the business.”
Dunkin’ Brands’ IT department smartcodes tightened
quality control around this surveying, which shortened
survey length. It also linked consumer data with Dunkin’
Brands’ business intelligence system. 

Guest Satisfaction
cultivated a broader
following. Zogbi noted,
“Our franchisees re-
quested a way to more
easily access their
information on-the-
go,” she said. “[We
added] a Spanish lan-
guage option and tested
to optimize the process
for mobile devices.”
Dunkin’ also imple-
mented linkages with

its Operating Coaching Model and began training for
different user types (e.g., store managers, franchisees,
operations and leadership).
The top client researcher is in step with business con-

siderations above everything else. Put Zogbi in that
camp. “My primary responsibility is contributing to dri-
ving the business,”she said, “providing relevant, strategic
guidance and making sure that decisions are made with
the consumer at the forefront. I’m counted on as some-
one who can make significant additions to the health of
the business.”
GCBI doesn’t oversee competitive intelligence, but it

has enlarged its market trend monitoring. “We look at
industry performance, marketplace segmentation,” Zogbi
detailed, “ensuring that we’re effectively identifying each
target with an optimal message, developing our choicest
products, positioning and concepts.”
Dunkin’ Brands’ President-Global Marketing &

Innovation John Costello informed us, “On a macro
level, we’re studying key consumer, food and retail
trends. On a micro level, we use a proprietary model to
help assess how a new product will do in the marketplace
and look at coffee sales by market across day parts.”
MR tool selection aids Zogbi in reaching her primary

responsibility. Her secondary responsibility sounds much
like responsibility 1A: “Understanding the use of MR
tools to support the primary goal of driving the business,”
she remarked, “is, obviously, fundamental. It's important
to stay on top of new developments, things [like] virtual
reality, mobile research, biometric research, etc.” Her
team members, as they work on specific research
approaches, cast a wary eye on new developments in

Learnings from this Rebecca Zogbi profile:

• Dunkin’ Brands’ business (its 17,000+ locations)
make mobile MR especially appropriate

• Conducted with its franchisees, Dunkin’s Guest 
Satisfaction program gets millions of completed 
responses annually in English and Spanish 

Rebecca Zogbi’s Particulars
• Dunkin' Brands Global Consumer and Business Insights:  

VP (January 2013 - present); Senior Director, Global Insights
(2011-2012); Director, Global Insights (2008-2011); Senior 
Insights Manager (2005-2008); Insights Manager (1999-2005)

• ACNielsen, Greece: Senior Primary Research Executive (1995-
1999)

• MEMRB International, Cyprus: Account Manager (1994-1999)
• IRI: Associate Project Director (1994-1995)
• University of LaVerne (Athens, Greece): Masters’, Education
• University of Massachusetts: B.A. Business Administration

Rebecca Zogbi
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their respective area of responsibility.
Continuing to demonstrate GCBI’s tangible value to

Dunkin’ clients has wedged MR into a wider seat at deci-
sion-making tables. Dunkin’ Brands Chairman & CEO
Nigel Travis’ data-driven nature is well known and
respected. Zogbi told RDR, “We’ve built proprietary
predictive models as Dunkin’ Brands’ culture shifted to a

more intensely data-driven organization.” 
With respect to important GCBI product recommen-

dations, Zogbi pointed to the Big ‘N Toasted® sandwich,
“one of our top limited time offers ever, a product where
data and facts played heavily in development and launch
decisions,” she said. “And Dunkin’ PM Sandwiches. This
past spring, we launched limited-time iced coffee flavors
inspired by Baskin-Robbins ice cream and Dunkin’
Donuts K-Cups in California Baskin-Robbins stores.”
John Costello believes “MR should supplement one’s

judgement and not replace it,” yet he makes it a point to
request GCBI attend key meetings. “He regularly pops
into my office with questions, a wonderful experience
that has evolved over time,” Zogbi shared. Costello

added, “Rebecca’s a key partner for all of our functional
areas in developing effective business growth plans, with
a great combination of analytical skills, business insight
and very strong interpersonal skills.” 
Zogbi exuberantly described her team as “very strong

and knowledgeable, with really robust vendor-side and
global experience, classic research training and competi-

tive intelligence background. They share a fantastic atti-
tude, spirit and camaraderie, a hard work ethic and
engagement with the business. They are why we’ve had a
positive, measurable impact on the business, and every-
one is always thinking about how we can do something
better, smarter, more impactfully and more efficiently.”
Clearly proud of her protégé, Lewis pointed to Zogbi’s

distinguished worth ethic, personality,superior creative
research, communication and presentation skills, and
her passion for the insights field “as the traits that set
Rebecca apart,” she said. “The ‘Rebeccas’ are rare out
there.” 

VP of Business Analytics… eBay (San Jose, CA)
hired Zoher Karu for the new position of VP-
Customer Optimization & Data… MARS
Advertising (Southfield, MI) named Eric Dermont
SVP Analytics.

Twitter U.K. appointed Jake Steadman its Head of
Research... Sarah Keith re-joined Channel Ten
(Australia) as Head of Research, Analytics &
Inventory Management… David Hollinshead
joined the Chelsea Football Club (U.K.) as a
Research & Insight Manager.

Minor League Baseball (St. Petersburg, FL) named
Michael Hand as its first CMO… AccuWeather
(State College, PA) picked Chief Strategy Officer
Jim Candor… Alex Boettcher is Paramount
Direct Marketing (Erie, PA) MR Coordinator…
IMAX Corp. (New York) appointed ex-Millward

Brown Chairman Eileen Campbell its CMO… OKI
Data Americas named VP of Marketing Carl Taylor.

The Marketing Research Association
(Washington, DC) 2013/14 Board of Directors is
led by Nestle Purina PetCare Senior Brand Insights
Manager Jill Donahue. The Executive Committee
includes Schlesinger Associates, Inc. EVP Debby
Schlesinger-Hellman; Baltimore Research MD Ted

Donnelly, Ph.D.; Discovery Research Group
President Vaughn Mordecai; and Aflac Senior
Manager of Insights Dan Womack. The MRA Board
features Adept Consumer Testing EVP Scott Baker;
RTi Research SVP Janet Baldi; 20/20 Research CEO
Jim Bryson; SEEK Co. CEO & Co-Owner Jerry
Hasemayer; Researchscape International President
Jeffrey Henning and HSN Manager Elizabeth
Merrick. 

AAPOR’s Executive Council for 2013/14 includes
President Michael Link (VP of The Nielsen
Company); Associate Secretary-Treasurer Mary
Losch (University of Northern Iowa); Councilor-at-
Large Cliff Zukin (Rutgers University); Associate
Standards Committee Chair Frauke Kreuter
(University of Maryland); Associate Conference

Chair Dawn Nelson (U.S. Census Bureau); Associate
Communications Committee Chair Eleni
Delimpatadaki Janis (The Opportunity Agenda) and

Associate Membership & Chapter Relations Chair
Jennifer Hunter Childs (U.S. Census Bureau). 

E.B. Osborn Professor of Marketing at the Tuck
School of Business at Dartmouth, Kevin Lane
Keller, was named Executive Director of the

Marketing Science Institute… CompTIA
(Downers Grove, IL) promoted John McGlinchey
to SVP Global Business Development.

American Marketing Association’s 2013 Charles
Coolidge Parlin Marketing Research Award goes to
Herb Sorensen, Adjunct Senior Research Fellow at
the Ehrenberg-Bass Institute for Marketing Science at
University of South Australia. 

Robert Philpott replaced Larry Franklin as Harte-
Hanks President/CEO (San Antonio, TX)…
Millward Brown (New York) appointed Global
CEO Travyn Rhall… Katie Gross joined Toluna
(Wilton, CT) as Regional VP…Adam Krejcik has
joined Eilers Research (Anaheim Hills, CA) as MD
of Digital and Interactive Gaming.

MRops (Warrington, PA) appointed Bill Guerin
Chief Client Officer and Jon Harding as EVP… Gfk
MRI (New York) appointed MD Florian Kahler
and Neil Mathis as Senior Strategist & VP in the
consumer group.

Ipsos (New York) hired SVP of Media Scott
Grunther, appointed Stephane Goldsand and
Jasper Snyder as VPs in its Strategy Partner Group
and welcomed SVPs Jeff Borcherding and
Melanie Dowe.

Jane Quigley joined Converseon (New York) as
its first Chief Client Officer… Ascribe (Cincinnati,
OH) named Patrick Cassady SVP Worldwide
Sales… Russ Rubin and Tim Key joined Cambiar
(Durham, NC) as Associates, Research Impact
Practice… Decipher (Fresno, CA) hired CFO Jeffrey
Bergman & SVP Client Development Jonathan Tice.

MarketVision Research (Cincinnati, OH) named
VP of Payer Research John Robinson, Research
Director Frank Gutowski, Manager of
Quantitative Field Operations Jennifer Hall, VP
Client Services Scott Hanson and VPs Tom
Donnelly and Renu Dalal.

InsightsNow (Corvallis, OR) named Senior
Client Service Development Director Brent
White… 451 Research (New York) appointed VP -
DataCentre Initiatives & Digital Infrastructure
Michelle Bailey… CINT hired VP NA Sales Jake
Wolff… Smarty Pants (Johnson City, TN) appoint-
ed Field Director & Research Analyst Liz Lamar and
Trends & Insights Guru Melanie Shreffler.

Thompson

For more information, contact: rebecca.zogbi@dunkinbrands.com 
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President Obama appointed social science research 
specialist John Thompson to lead the U.S. Census

Bureau (Washington, DC)… CTAM (Washington,
DC) promoted Mark Snow to SVP and GM-
Consumer Marketing & Insights. 

Hyatt Hotels Corp. (Chicago, IL) created the position
of VP - Consumer Insights and MR for Heather
Briggs… Wunderman (Chicago, IL) appointed Chief
Analytics Officer Slavi Samardzija and promoted
Caroline Worboys to Data and Insights EMEA.

Universal Pictures’ Marketing (New York) hired
Seth Byers as EVP - Creative Strategy and Research…
The National Geographic Channel (Washington,
DC) promoted Heather Moran to EVP,
Programming & Strategy and Brad Dancer to SVP,
Programming, Planning and Research. 

RF/Binder (New York) appointed
Lauren Vincelli as Senior MD-Research &
Business Intelligence… Herbalife (Los
Angeles, CA) hired Monica Wood as VP -
Consumer & Distributor Insights… Brand
USA (Washington, DC) appointed Carroll
Rheem to VP - Research & Analytics.

Timothy Gill was named Aluminum
Association (Arlington, VA) VP Business
Information & Statistics… FEARnet (Santa
Monica, CA) named Elizabeth Greer
Director of Research… Shine America (Los
Angeles, CA) appointed Kevin Ivey as
Executive Director of Research.

Kimball International (Jasper, Ind.) appointed
Lonnie Nicholson to the newly created position of

Sorensen

Rhall

Tice

Karu

Robinson

White

Link

Dancer

Wood

Gill

Donahue

Steadman

Hand

Keller

“Rebecca always knew when to champion the right types of insights projects,“

Lewis said. She used innovative and precise techniques to ensure that 

Dunkin’ launched consumer-appealing products that delivered profitability.

Kahler

Philpott
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RFL Communications, Inc., the world’s foremost
provider of news and information for market researchers, pub-
lishes three other marketing research newsletters:

Research Business Report (RBR) focuses on technological,
methodological, economic and business changes in marketing
research. 

Research Conference Report (RCR) summarizes key
presentations made at MR conferences staged all across the
globe.

Pharma Market Research Report (PMR2) is the only
source for pharmaceutical, healthcare and medical device MR.
news and information.

For a free copy of RBR, RCR or PMR2 please contact RFL
Communications.

RFL Communications, Inc. offers you access to our
proprietary 8,300-name list of client market
researchers. Updated daily, it’s available for rental 
or purchase. Call (847 673-6288) or email 
(ltresley@rflonline.com) Linda Tresley about how
you can reach top U.S. client-side MR buyers.

Obituaries

Darren “Duke” Bender, 59, formerly a PERT MR
account executive, and a MR project manager for
Clorox and Visa, as well as self-employed MR
consultant.

Former Allied Domecq market researcher
Jocelyn Jeffreys, whose MR career began in
1949. She was 89.  

CFO Ismael Savadogo assumed Greenberg Quinlan
Rosner (Washington D.C.) COO responsibilities…
Federated Sample (New Orleans, LA) appointed
CTO & EVP Brett Schnittlich… Allison O’Keefe
Wright joined Open Mind Strategy (New York) as
SVP & MD, Research & Strategy… iCrossing (New
York) promoted U.S. Head of Social Media

Amanda Peters.

Gleanster Research (Pleasanton, CA) hired MD &
Principal Analyst Ian Michiels… Abt Associates
(Cambridge, MA) named Senior M&E Strategy and
Business Development Lead James Gribble… Anita
Chu joined Kelton (Los Angeles, CA) as Senior
Director of Quant Research… MDC Partners (New

York) named Andre Coste as CFO.

Audience, Inc. (Mountain View, CA) introduced
CTO Alexis Bernard… Directions Research Inc.
(Cincinnati, OH) promoted Erin Schofield to Senior
MR Manager and hired VP Client Service Pam
McClain. 

CAR-Research XRM (Houston, TX) promoted VP
of Research Keith Shetterly… The Ladders (New
York) appointed VP Data Science & Analytics
Shankar Mishra.

VideoMining Corp. (State College, PA) hired
President of Shopper Research Jeff Friedlaender…

Marketing Systems Group (Horsham, PA) appoint-
ed VP Statistics & Methodology Trent Buskirck,
Ph.D. 

uSamp (Encino, CA) named AVP Research
Solutions Matt Fratturelli and Director of
Research Solutions Carl Nielson… Schlesinger

Associates (South Iselin, NJ) appointed SVP
Strategic Development Robert Ramirez.

The Connell Group (Montvale, NJ) hired VP
Strategic Insights & Consulting Phillip Barone
and appointed VP of Client Development Joe
Derochowski.

MarketVision Research (Blue Ash, OH) hired
Research Directors Ryan McCarty and Rosalie Gill

and promoted Brad Weiss and Chad Davis to VP…
PhoCusWright (New York) appointed MD Tony
D’Astolfo.

The Washington Post Director of Capital Insight
polling, Jon Cohen, joined Pew Research Center
(Washington D.C.) as VP of Research.
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